The Fiercely independent, gifted and always innovative, Bode revolutionized the ski world with his unprecedented success in five events. Miller won races in each of the core disciplines; slalom, giant slalom, super G and downhill. The New Hampshire native is the most successful U.S. male alpine skier ever, winning six Olympic medals and two overall World Cup titles.


The original female free-skiing icon who’s career dominated the scene for a decade, Ulmer’s courageous cliff-hucking and seemingly fearless outlook defined what it means to be a professional skier. The first female to ski the Grand Teton in 1997 and a staple in ski movies, Kristen is still breaking ground today with her new book on coping with fear - “The Art of Fear.”

Embodying the definition of a big-event skier, Weibrecht was known to rise to the occasion when it mattered most. His skiing was an artful balance of speed, control and astounding edge angles. Although his 16-year U.S. Ski Team career was plagued by injuries, he brilliantly captured a bronze medal in the 2010 Vancouver Olympics and silver at Sochi in 2014, both in super G.